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This game has been built within Blender 2.68, and tested up to Blender 2.72 without any problems.

To use the .blend file, unzip the .zip file into a new directory.  You will now have two .blend files and a 
textures directory.  Because all of these files are linked relatively please keep these files together if you must 
move them around.  The Taws_Puzzl_v2.blend will start you directly in the puzzle, but the 
Taws_Puzzle_Selector_v0.blend will start you in a modified version of the first edition of the game but 
now has access points to the first puzzle ( Taws_Puzzl_v2.blend) as well as some dummy access points 
which will be open in future editions once I build some more puzzles.  The files are linked and so if they are 
in the same directory as each other you will be able to jump into the puzzle game using the  
Taws_Puzzle_Selector_v0.blend game as the “menu” and solving the  Taws_Puzzl_v2.blend will 
link you back to the  Taws_Puzzle_Selector_v0.blend.

Windows Executable Version
Unzip the package retaining the directory structure then copy or move the whole lot to somewhere useful.  
Clicking on the .exe will start the game.  Please be aware that the game takes a little time to start and for 
the new level to load when you access that.  You will be faced with a blank screen initially, but wait a bit 
and the game will begin.

I have tested the Windows executable version on an old Windows XP machine without problems.  I am 
presuming the executable is robust enough that it will work under Windows 7 and Windows 8.

Controls
If you are using the .blend files within blender,  you will need to switch to the Blender Game Engine as the 
renderer, turn on the Textured View, configure the game for GLSL materials, and make the active view to be 
from the camera (numeric Keypad “0”).  Maximise the window and hit “p” to start the game.  If you are new to 
using Blender as a game engine, your window should look like this when you are ready to maximise the 
window and start the game.

“ESC” closes the game.



Keyboard
Just the cursor keys.  All controls are relative to the view so should be fairly intuitive.

Joystick
The joystick controls have been tested in most versions of Blender that I had to hand and seem to work OK.  
Again the controls are relative to the view so should be fairly intuitive.

There is no ability to control the camera at this time although I may add this.  Generally if some geometry is 
obscuring your view, just wait a bit or move forward carefully and the camera generally drifts clear into an 
area where you have enough of a view to work with.

Sound
I will add sound at some stage, because would give a few more cues to the player that something has 
happened in response to activating a switch or similar.  I just need to sit down with some marbles and record 
them banging into things.

No guarantees are given for whether it works on your machines, but I have done my best to make it as 
robust as possible and it will hopefully work for as many computers and operating systems as Blender does.

This document and Steely Taws component models by Hamish Trolove are licensed under a
 Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.

Please follow the link to gain a detailed description of what this means. In a nut-shell it can be summarised 
as;  

You are free to:  
Share - copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format.  
Adapt - remix, transform, and build upon the material.  

but you must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made should 
you decide to share the designs. The other requirements are;  

NonCommercial - You may not use the material for commercial purposes.  
ShareAlike - If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you must distribute your 
contributions under the same license as the original.  
No additional restrictions - You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally 
restrict others from doing anything the license permits.  

The brief description above was more or less taken from the creativecommons.org website: 
http://www.creativecommons.org
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